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The Infinite Game: How to Live Well Together

According to the philosopher James Carse life is comprised of at least two kinds of games. One is finite games, in which the object is to win and the other is the infinite game in which the object is to keep the game in play. Finite games include only select players and have rules that must not change for the duration of the game. In contrast the infinite game welcomes everyone in and the rules must change over time or the game will cease. This interactive talk will provide an opportunity to “play” the infinite game and explore its implications for living well together. There will be a particular focus on the role of psychologists in keeping the infinite game and its associated values in play. Interested participants will be provided with the materials necessary to facilitate infinite games in their own organisations or communities. They will also be invited to join a network of “infinite players” who want to continue exploring these concepts. For more information go to [http://www.infinite-game.net/](http://www.infinite-game.net/).